
Name: _______________________________________________ 
 

 
Common and Proper Noun 

 
 

Determine if the noun is common noun or a proper noun. 
Rules, if the noun is a common noun write common noun on 
the line next to it. 
If the noun is proper then re-write the noun on the line 
using correct capitalization. 
 

examples:  water park            common noun 
 
      Disney Water Park           Disney Water Park 

 
 
 

1. june  _____________ 2. month  _____________ 

3. day  _____________ 4. wednesday _____________ 

5. holiday  _____________ 6. christmas _____________ 

7. cereal  _____________ 8. kellogs  _____________ 

9. dr. aartz _____________ 10. police man _____________ 

11. city  _____________ 12. new york _____________ 

13. street  _____________ 14. main street _____________ 

15. pizza hut _____________ 16. restaurant _____________ 

17. joseph  _____________ 18. creek  _____________ 

19. pig  _____________ 20. mickey mouse _____________ 

Write a sentence with one Proper Noun and one Common Noun? 

_________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________ 



                                                     ANSWER KEY 

 
 

Common and Proper Noun 
 
 

Determine if the noun is common noun or a proper noun. 
Rules, if the noun is a common noun write common noun on 
the line next to it. 
If the noun is proper then re-write the noun on the line 
using correct capitalization. 
 

examples:  water park            common noun 
 
      Disney Water Park           Disney Water Park 

 
 

1. june  June   2. month  common noun  

3. day  common noun 4. wednesday Wednesday   

5. holiday  common noun 6. christmas Christmas 

7. cereal  common noun 8. kellogs  Kellogs 

9. dr. aartz Dr. Aartz  10. police man common noun 

11. city  common noun 12. new york New York 

13. street  common noun 14. main street Main Street 

15. pizza hut Pizza Hut  16. restaurant common noun 

17.  slate creek  Joseph   18. creek  common noun 

19. pig  common noun 20. mickey mouse Mickey Mouse 

Write a sentence with one Proper Noun and one Common Noun? 

Joe is going theme park with her mother next Sunday. 

Joe, Sunday    Proper Nouns 

 theme park, mother  Common Nouns 


